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Summary of the completed projects

The effect of plasma perturbers on ionic systems inside a plasma is complex, time-

dependent, and stochastic. It affects not only the population of the various excited and

charge states of the ions, but also the life time of these states. The broadening and

population of the states inside plasmas must be treated simultaneously in a coherent

way. The purpose of this project was to develop a systematic theoretical procedure to

treat the effects of plasma perturbers on the atomic reaction rates, in a way consistent

with the rate equation approach to plasma modelling. As explained in the following,

we have completed the program set out originally. Further works needed are also

pointed out.

We first formulated a theoretical procedure to treat this problem in a simple form

such that the theory may be applied to realistic cases. The crucial features of the con-

ventional approaches for plasma modeling and diagnostics, the pressure broadening

theory (PBT) and the rate equations approach (REQ), are adopted in treating the level

distortions and population determination. The PBT is effective in treating the distortion,

while the REQ approach is suitable in treating multple cascade effects on the level pop-

ulation. In order to combine both these theories, however, careful examination of the

assumptions which have gone into the PBT and REQ formulations had to be carried out,

in terms of the distorted state dressing and coarse grain averaging. The various relaxa-

tion times involved in the perturber collisions, ionic decay, and averaging time interval,

were compared. The resulting theory separates the plasma perturbations into two parts,

'slow' and 'fast' relative to the typical atomic relaxation time involved for a particular

state of the target ion. The 'slow' part is to be included in an effective plasma potential

(EPP), and is to be used in distorting the ionic states. The 'fast' perturbations are to be

included in the rate equations as rate coefficients, but these rates carry the distortion

information of the slow perturbations.

The newly formulated theory of plasma state distribution and broadening

CP10, P24~| involves essentially three closely related steps, A, B, and C below. These

steps are designed to simplify the calculation with maximum efficiency and reliability.

A. Effective plasma potential (EPP) and plasma averaging.

In order to reduce the many-body nature of the problem and still include the main

gross properties of the plasma, it was proposed [PIO, P24] to carry out a 'partial aver-

aging' over the slow perturbations before the quantum mechanical TrA. The partial av-

eraging consists of the velocity averaging of ions over the Maxwellian distribution but

not the velocity direction, and over the coordinates of the perturbers, except their di-



rection (of one single perturber). For simplicity, we assumed that the ionic perturbations

are slow and that of electrons fast. This simplified picture can be refined, if necessary.

The resulting EPP in its simplest approximation is typically of a dipole form,

Vp^r • F(t) where F = \_b + v(r - / , )] /[> + v2(/ - r,)2]3/2 , and where b^Nj^ b de-

notes the average impact parameter. Here, \^(TijNi)U2 v is the average ion velocity.

More elaborate averaging procedures and higher multipole contributions were also

considered. The resulting potentials are more complex, but similar in shapes and mag-

nitude and do not seem to be very sensitive to particular averaging procedures used.

The corrective term to the pre-averaging procedure can be derived. Due to mild time

dependence, the EPP can strongly mix nearby states (i.e. off-shell distortions) but causes

minimal on-shell transitions. The distorted rates evaluated with this EPP thus include

mainly the off-shell effect of VP, while the on-shell part will presumably be incorporated

into the rate equations. As shown in refs. P14 and P21, this is achieved by a special form

of dressing of ionic states. One important consequence of the time dependence of the

EPP is that the usual identification of the ionic states by their stationary energies is no

longer possible.

Corrections to the partial averaging procedure were then examined; they were ex-

pected to be small in general, because the EPP obtained by different assumptions were

similar and did not seem to be sensitive to the plasma parameters, partly due to the

simple scaling property of the plasma parameters. Furthermore, the field distribution

function Wt obtained for example by the many-body Green's function approach showed

that the function Wi usually peaked around the static Holtzmark value. Further work

is needed to optimize the EPP, and at the same time to make it simple enough to be

applicable to realistic situations, in step (b).

Publications - P10, P14, P21, P24.

B. Distorted state amplitudes (DSA) and momentum coherence effect (MCE).

In order to evaluate the distorted rates, the ionic states have to be generated by

solving the equation \_ d, — HA — VP(r, t) 3 <f>*(r, t) — 0 . This equation is diffi-

cult to solve, even for a simple hydrogenic system with one electron. For electric fields

which vary slowly in time (adiabatic case), the parabolic hydrogenic states have been

used in the past. Such states have the peculiar feature that the parabolic state energies

depend explicitly on the field strength F, but not the wave functions. The new parabolic

wave function representation which depends on F has been derived, which gives the

correct limit F —> 0. We also obtained an approximate solution for a more general

case, as given by 0, m exp( — ig • r) exp( — iHAt) *{/„(?) exp( — ifg^t1/!), where

HA{j/a = E,\j(a, and g = f' F(f)dt> This representation is very effective in dressing high



Rydberg states (HRS) and low energy continuum, but sometimes introduces spurious n

mixing for low n states. Several important corrections to this simple form were also

derived [.P21~]- Similar form was also studied earlier by Janjusevic and Hahn and by

Burgdorfer et al.

The distorted state <£„ are used in the evaluation of the field distorted amplitudes and

rates. The amplitudes in the distorted wave approximation are given by

Of, = < <f>j\ O |0,- >, where the operator O is either the electron-electron interaction

or the electron-radiation field coupling. It applies to all the radiative and collisional

processes. The rates are defined by Rfi = f\ Op \
2 vcpvcdvJJc , where Jc is the current

of the initial states.

In the course of evaluating the distorted radiative recombination (RR) cross sections

by external time dependent field (TDF), we found £P19, P20] that, for certain values

of the field strength and time duration, the RR cross section may be enhanced by many

orders of magnitude. We termed this phenomenon, the momentum coherence effect

(MCE). The MCE arises from two factors; (i) strong / mixing by an electric field, and

(ii) constructive interference between the dressing factor, the continuum function, and

the bound state function. Physically, the dressing in terms of the field momentum

g = fFdf is to boost the continuum electron and slow it down to near zero-energy

particle. This MCE property has been incorporated into the distorted rate calculation.

The relevance of the MCE to the recent experimental finding of an anomaly in the

radiative recombination cross sections at very low energies has been examined, where the

merged beam fluctuation can produce a time-dependent field in the electron cooler re-

gion. Further clarification of this phenomenon is desired.

Publications - P13, P14, P19, P20, P21

C. Rate equations and Fokker-Planck approach.

There are several complications in constructing a set of usable rate equations. First

of all, the set is in general truncated at some high n because of the fact that the HRS

quickly reach the Saha equilibrium values, so that these states need not be explicitly in-

cluded in the solution. The presence of the plasma perturbers field-ionize the electrons

in HRS, and many of the degenerate states are rapidly mixed by the 'fast' plasma per-

turbations, so that they assume immediately a statistical distribution within each mani-

fold of degenerate states. At low temperatures, the low-lying states eventually end up

with large population densities. Finally, the presence of doubly excited states with the

possibility of Auger decay can complicate the situation.

In a series of studies, we have examined these questions in the case of simple hy-

drogen plasmas (where no doubly excited states are present) and carbon impurities. In



so far as the final steady states are concerned, (1) the collisional processes dominate at

high densities while the radiative processes are the main factors in determining lower

state population. (2) The cut-off n values in the rate equations can be very low, n < 20

in the case of hydrogen plasma. (3) For non-equilibrium plasmas, the rates can vary

rapidly, especially the collisional ionization rates. (4) The relaxation times are very short

for HRS, but extremely long for the ground and first few excited states. A reformulation

of this problem in terms of a Fokker-Planck equation was considered.

Publications- P11.P17.P22. " ..

D. Distorted rate calculation and radiative dielectronic recombination.

Using the dressing procedure we have developed, the distorted rates for impurity ions

in a hydrogen plasma have been evaluated. The dressing method we developed is limited

in scope in that only the one electron states can be dressed; simultaneous, correlated two

electron dressing is more difficult and require further developments. Specifically, we

consider the collisional ionization rates fi, radiative recombination rates a, the three-

body recombination rates £, radiative decay rates A, and collisional excitation rates K.

In the simple dipole approximation, a, /? and £ are related, and also K and A. The

modified rates for the impurity ions in a hydrogen plasma were then used in the REQ

to determine the changes in the excited state population densities, in the steady state

limit.

In connection with the strongly correlated two electron processes that are associated

with the resonances, we proposed CP23] a new process of radiative dielectronic recom-

bination (RDR), in which a continuum electron is captured with radiation emission, as

in the radiative recombination (RR), but simultaneously exciting the target ion, as in the

dielectronic recombination and resonance capture. Schematically,

e + Az+ -* AZM+ + x where ZM = Z -1 and the recombined ion A is in a doubly

excited state. The distinct signature of this process is simultaneous emission of two x-

rays, one from the capture and the other from the decay of the final excited state, in the

energy region where both RR and DR are forbidden. The cross section for this process

is difficult to estimate, because its amplitude requires a correlated two electron vertex

of the form DGV+VGD. A preliminary crude estimate indicated that its contribution

is expected to be of a sizeable fraction of RR. Much more careful analyses are needed

to obtain a quantitative prediction of the cross section.

The correlated shake-off processes have also been shown recently to be important in

the decay of hollow ions that contain multiple inner-shell holes and a large number of

excited state electrons. In particular, the shake-up during the production of the inner-

shell vacancies yields not only the higher final charge states after the full relaxation, but



also some peculiar Auger lines during the cascade decays which are ordinarily not pres-

ent. A recent experiment by a nuclear group (Tennessee-Montana collaboration) ob-

served such Auger electrons in Argon.

Publications - P6, P7, P23:

E. N on equilibrium plasmas (NEP) and modified rates.

While the usual rate calculation involves averaging of the velocity-weighted cross

sections over a Maxwell velocity distribution for the continuum electrons under the as-

sumption of LTE, it is of interest to examine the sensitivity of the atomic reaction rates

on a NEP condition. We carried out a simple test calculation using the hydrogen plasma

model, where the electron distribution was assumed to be a superposition of two

Maxwellians with two different temperatures Tc and Tb, with Tc < Tb. For a small mix-

ture of the high T component, it was found that the collisional ionization rates increased

rapidly, while the radiative recombination rates were not sensitive to such mixture. This

shows that an accurate evaluation of atomic rates inside plasmas must also reflect the

local plasma conditions, not only of the presence of microfield, but also of the turbulent

conditions. It was suggested that such a sensitivity may be used to study the nonequi-

librium property of a plasma.

Publications - P17

F. Effects of//- and resonances at low T

In a plasma at a given temperature T, electrons and ions constantly interact to re-

combine and be ionized and excited. The strong Coulomb field between the electrons

and ions, as well as between the electrons themselves, plays a dominant role. However,

as T decreases, below the ionization energies of electron affinity, negative ion formation

may become important. Thus, for hydrogen plasmas below 1000K, as in the tokamak

edge plasma, the presence of H~ and their excited resonance states is not negligible. No

studies have been done on this question previously. We have carried out a detailed study

of this problem, using the rate equation code we have developed for the impurity mod-

elling. We found that the population density of the ground state of hydrogen is very

strongly affected by the inclusion of the negative ionic and resonance states, up to 30%

reduction. As temperature increases, this effect seems to disappear rather quickly,

however.

Publication - P31

G. Improved modelling of carbon impurities in a hydrogen plasma



The plasma modelling of impurity ions for diagnostic purposes has been re-examined

using the carbon impurities as a test case. The earlier work by Reisenfeld has been ex-

tended by incorporating the plasma field-distorted atomic rates. This has never been

possible previously, because of lack of distorted rates. Our recent calculation and tab-

ulation of the distorted rates (P26) allowed us for the first time to examine quantitatively

the effect of plasma field distortion on the modelling. We found that the plasma field

distortion effect on the population densities is minimal if the rate equations are angular

momentum averaged, so that only the states with different principal quantum numbers

are explicitly included. The effect becomes non-negligible only at densities higher than

1018 cm-3.

On the other hand, when the individual states with different angular momenta are

explicitly included in the rate equations in a more refined treatment, we expect that the

plasma field distorted rates will have a significant effect, even at much lower densities

than that considered above. The explicitly € dependent formulation of the REQ has not

been investigated, however, because of lack of the distorted rates. This is one of the

most serious shortcomings of the present investigation, and certainly require future ef-

forts.

The publication P26 contains only the / averaged rates. Of course, in the course of

the work reported in P26, we had to carry out explicitly the / dependent calculation of

the distorted rates. But we were forced to average, simply because of the volume of data

thus generated. Large variations in the rates for different / ' s were observed, however.

Project G above completes the sequence of problems that were included in the ori-

ginal proposal; that is, to generate the plasma field distorted atomic rates for modelling,

and also to clarify some of the basic questions associated with the use of the rate

equations. Many, some drastic, approximations were introduced to reduce the complex

many-body problem to a manageable level. Future refinements may be necessary to

more realistically treat the physical plasmas.

Summarizing the highlights of the activities of the past four years, we note specially;

(i) the development of a simple effective plasma potential for use in distorting the ionic

states,

(ii) the the momentum coherence effect of time-dependent plasma fields which can

greatly affect the atomic reaction rates,

(Hi) a new correlated recombination process - radiative dielectronic recombination -

which can be important at off resonance energies,



(iv) improved understanding of the rate equation approach to plasma state distribution,

and finally

(v) the importance of a coherent treatment of the rate evaluation and REQ con-

struction.

Thus, most of the critical theoretical issues associated with the treatment of high

temperature, medium density plasmas have been identified, and some preliminary

progress has been made. Its full understanding will require more intense efforts, both

calculational and experimental.
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